NIMA

A Powerful Asset Integrity Management Platform

Origins

- Developed within ROSEN Integrity Solutions
- Next generation IM software framework
- Worldwide track record – ROAIMS, built and successfully used for onshore pipeline networks
ROSEN Group
Business Portfolio

ASSET CARE

Diagnostic Solutions
- Field Products & Services
- Proficient Pipeline Diagnostics
- Advanced Pipeline Diagnostics
- Challenging Pipeline Diagnostics
- NDT Diagnostics
- Industrial Diagnostics

Monitoring Solutions
- Online Monitoring

Integrity Solutions
- Integrity Management Systems
- Integrity Management Services

UK Offices
- Aberdeen
- Edinburgh
- Newcastle

Flow Metering Solutions
- Steam Flow
- Multi-Phase Flow
- Advanced Gas Flow
- Standard Industrial Flow
- Commodity Flow
- Novel High End Flow Applications

PROCESS CONTROL

ROSEN Aberdeen Offices:
9 Queens Road, AB15 4YL
(Next to the Dutch Mill!)

Contact: Bryn Roberts (01224 676 221)
NIMA

A Powerful Asset Integrity Management Platform

Goals

- Implementation for subsea pipelines (NIMO 😊)
- Deliver a ‘dynamic’ tool to undertaken IM tasks and pipeline Risk Based Inspection (RBI)
- Harness > 20 years experience working with ABZ operators within a software package.
Reporting Templates (e.g. FFP)

Visualisation Template

Risk Assessment Template

Aligned Inspection & Pipeline Data (e.g. ROV)
More information at:

11th to 13th February 2020, P&J Live, Aberdeen